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Essential Questions:

Why did the Industrial Revolution occur in England first? What role did 

economics play?

What industries and inventions drove the Industrial Revolution?

How did the Industrial Revolution create social class divisions?

What were the political, economic, social, and intellectual consequences of the 

Industrial Revolution?

Europe Prior to 1780:

Agricultural Economy

Cottage Industry

Guilds

Rural Life
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Late 18c: French 

Economic Advantages
V Napoleonic Code.

V French communal law.

) Free contracts

) Open markets

) Uniform & clear commercial 

regulations

V Standards weights & measures.

V Established technical schools.

V The government encouraged & honored 

inventors & inventions.
V Bank of France European model

providing a reliable currency.

French Economic 

Disadvantages

V Years of war

) Supported the American

Revolution.

) French Revolution.
) Early 19c Napoleonic Wars

V Heavy debts.
V High unemployment soldiers

returning from the battlefronts.

V French businessmen were afraid to

take risks.
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That Nation of Shopkeepers!
-- Napoleon Bonaparte

Why was 

England First?

Enclosure 

Movement:

The system of 

communal land, open 

pastures, meadows 

and wastes 

(uncultivated land) was 

replaced by private 

land management. 

“Enclosed” Lands Today
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Why was 

England First?

• Development of 

Large Capitalist 

Class

• Government 

promotion

of industries.

• Textile industry 

boomed in England 

first, thanks to 

several inventions

Industrial Revolution (1750-

1915) (19:58 minutes)

You will take a quiz following this video so

pay attention!

Beginnings of the Industrial Revolution (1750-1915) (19:58 minutes)
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Complete the Cause/Effect Chart 

on the Industrial Revolution
Cause: Effect:

Cause: Effect:

Cause: Effect:

Cause: Effect:

Cause: Effect:

Effects:
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• Using your notes and textbook, complete the timeline of inventions.Directions: Using your notes and textbook, complete the timeline of inventions.  Try 

to come up with at least thirteen more dates, going up to as late as the 1920’s.

TimelineThe Illustrated

• Using your notes and textbook, complete the timeline of inventions.Possible Responses!

Timeline
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Textile Industry:

James Hargreaves

Invented

Spinning Jenny (1767)

--Yarn Production

John Kay’s “Flying 

Shuttle”

Edmund Cartwright

Invented

Power Loom (1785)

Textile Industry:
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The Power Loom

Eli Whitney and the Cotton Gin

Cotton Production in Britain
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Why was England First?

•1) International Trade

•2) Early development 

of railroads and canals 

facilitated 

transportation

3)Abundant natural 

resources

such as coal and iron

Metals, Woolens, & Canals
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Early Canals

Britain’s Earliest 

Transportation 

Infrastructure

Mine & Forge [1840-

1880]

ù More powerful than water is coal.

ù More powerful than wood is iron.

ù Innovations make steel feasible.

British Pig Iron 

Production
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1800 1 ton of coal 50, 000 miners

1850 30 tons 200, 000 miners

1880 300 million tons 500, 000 miners

1914 250 million tons 1, 200, 000 miners

Coal Mining in Britain:
1800-1914

James Watt invented the 

Steam Engine
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• Activity 
Challenge:

• Using this 
diagram 
alone, 
explain how 
you think 
the steam 
engine 
worked. 

• Three to 
four 
sentences 
please!

Steam Tractor

Steam Ship
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• Complete: 

―PERSONAL STUDY: 

CANALS

THE BRIDGEWATER 

CANAL‖ worksheet

Today’s Opener:

Complete in 20 minutes!

Today’s Opener:

Complete in 20 minutes!
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Steam leads to the development of Railways:

Economic Impact  |  Travel  | Time and Space

―History of Transportation: 

Railroads‖ (18 minutes)

• Pay attention! A Quiz follows!
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Part I

Continues on next page…

Part II

Warm Up: A fun reading!

• QUESTION: In a race between a horse 

and the first locomotive steam engine, 

which would win?  Let’s find out by reading 

―America's First Steam Locomotive, 1830‖ 

from eyewitnesstohistory.com.
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The Development of the Railroad:

George Stephenson 

1825

The Rocket

Just a museum relic now….

An Early Steam Locomotive
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Later Locomotives

The Impact of the Railroad
Directions: Using the following sources, 

describe the impact of the railways.

The Spread of Railroads in Europe, 1850
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How do 

you 

land 

this 

thing!
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Schoolhouse Rocks: ―Mother 

Necessity‖

• Which famous inventors are shown here and why?
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Commercial Requirements

• Requirements--The commercial must:
• Include at least one visual of the invention. A picture, model, or something similar. The picture must 

be of the invention from that time period or close to it. If you choose the plow, do not show a plow 

from 1990. This visual must be large enough to show up on the camera!

• Include a description  of the invention. This should include:

• The name of the invention

• Who invented it with a short description of the person

• What the invention replaced

• What the invention does

• How the invention is better than what it replaced

• Have a slogan. A catchy saying to get people to buy it. Like ―Got Milk?‖ or ―Make 7-Up Yours.‖ Be as 

creative as possible. Do not use slogans that already exist and just replace one or two words.

• Be creative. The more pictures, color, and creativity the better. Props and dressing in costume would 

be two excellent ways to make your commercial more creative. 

• DO NOT just list your facts. This is a commercial; you want people to buy the product, not change the 

channel. This is very important: if your project is not in the form of a commercial, your grade will not 

be good. 

• DO NOT read off of a piece of paper you hold in your hand. Memorize your lines or use cue cards. 

The better you know the information, the better your grade will be.

• You will also need a written transcript of your commercial telling ALL of the things you will do in the 

commercial. This includes props you will use, the lines people will say, etc. This must be ready 

BEFORE you do your commercial.

Invention Examples and 

Grading Rubric
• Examples of inventions and innovations:
• Steam engine

• The Bessemer Process

• Reaper

• Cotton gin

• Spinning jenny

• Steamboat

• Telegraph

• Telephone

• Spinning mule

• Pasteurization

• Locomotive

• Gatling gun

• Seed drill

• Smallpox vaccine

•

• Grade:

• Creativity 30 pts ______

• Visual 20 pts ______

• Description 30 pts ______

• Slogan 5 pts ______

• Transcript 15 pts ______

•

• Total 100pts ______

U. S. Patents Granted

1790s  276 patents issued.

1990s  1,119,220 patents issued. 
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Thomas Alva Edison

“Wizard of Menlo Park” 

Thomas Edison’s 

Inventions

• Perfected the 

light bulb and 

the use of 

electricity

• Phonograph

• Moving 

pictures

The Light Bulb
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The Phonograph (1877)

The Ediphone or Dictaphone

The Motion Picture Camera
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―Animated Hero Classics: 

Thomas Edison‖

• Q. In your opinion, which invention of Edison’s 

was the most important and influential? How did 

this invention change our lives?

Alexander Graham Bell

Telephone (1876)

Alternate Current

George Westinghouse
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―Animated Hero Classics—

Alexander Graham Bell‖

• Q. What important details in Bell’s life motivated him to be an 

inventor? Why did Bell’s invention revolutionize the world?

Alternate Current

Westinghouse Lamp ad

The Wright Brothers

• 1903—Invent the first airplane!
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The Airplane

Wilbur Wright             Orville Wright

Kitty Hawk, NC – December 7, 1903

Video Clip: Early Flight 

Failures

―Animated Hero Classics: The 

―Wright Brothers‖

• Q. What events and ideas led to the first flight?  Why were 

the Wright Brothers successful while others were not?
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Warm Up!

What does this animated clip represent?

Why are workers be compared to robots with

interchangeable parts?

The Assembly Line
• Develops during the 

later phase of the 
Industrial Revolution.

• Pioneered by Henry 
Ford, maker of the 
Model T.

• Assembly line—An 
efficient way of building 
goods that had the 
product moving past 
workers (usually on a 
conveyor belt) who 
then add 
interchangeable parts 
—machine parts made 
to a uniform size so 
they could be replaced 
in cars, weapons and 
other manufactured 
products

• More mind-numbing, 
repetitive work!

Model T Automobile

Henry Ford
I want to pay my workers so that they can 

afford my product!
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“Model T” Prices & Sales

Chaplin on the Assembly Line

• How is this film a satire about work 

on the assembly line?

Let’s start our own assembly 

line in the classroom!

• Let me explain how!
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Assembly Line Assignment:

• Directions: Read ―Henry Ford 

Changes the World, 1908‖ from 

eyewitnesstohistory.com.  Then, 

using the detailed descriptions from 

the readings, draw your own 

illustration of what the assembly line 

looked like and how it functioned!

Research and complete a biographical PowerPoint of a 

famous inventor of the late 19th or early 20th Century!

• Inventor's Name ____________________________________________________

• Dates of Birth/ Date of Death ___________________________

• Describe the inventor's early life and education. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Describe the inventor's most important work and invention.

• ________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

• List interesting information about the life of the inventor.

• ________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Draw and color a large illustration of an important invention which your inventor created.  Label your illustration, 
describing how the invention works. Include a caption below your illustration, naming the invention and year it was 
created. 

• Then, draw a second illustration, depicting your ideas for  your own invention, following the same requirements as 
described above.
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Possible Resources:

• http://www.inventorsmuseum.com/- Museum site 

• http://www.invent.org -Inventors' hall of fame

• http://www.princeton.edu- African-American 

Inventor's site

• http://www.si.edu/resource/faq/nmah/invent.htm the 

Smithsonian Institution site of American inventors

• http://www.zoomschool.com/inventors/-- use 1851-

1900 for inventors in that time period

http://www.inventorsmuseum.com/
http://www.invent.org/
http://www.invent.org/
http://www.princeton.edu/~mcbrown/display/faces.html
http://www.princeton.edu/~mcbrown/display/faces.html
http://www.si.edu/resource/faq/nmah/invent.htm
http://www.si.edu/resource/faq/nmah/invent.htm
http://www.zoomschool.com/inventors
http://www.zoomschool.com/inventors
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Living History: Living During the 

Industrial Revolution (20:00)

A quiz follows this program so pay attention!

I’m testing your listening skills this time!

http://streaming.discoveryeducation.com/search/assetDetail.cfm?guidAssetID=B0E70FC4-542F-47C3-80DA-8084560C76E3
http://streaming.discoveryeducation.com/search/assetDetail.cfm?guidAssetID=B0E70FC4-542F-47C3-80DA-8084560C76E3
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• Industrial Revolution

Capitalism 1. 

Spinning jenny 2.

Industrial Revolution 3.

Capital 4.

Cottage industry 5.

Aristocrat 6.

Spinning mule 7. 

Colony 8. 

Industrialist 9.

Let’s see how much you 

already know: Match the terms 

to the correct definition!

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I
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Answers

Working Class and Poor

Middle Class or Bourgeoisie

Upper Class

Owners of big business 

and capital

How does this

show life during

the Industrial

Revolution? Why

did I use a 

pyramid shape

here?

Copy

This!
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Stereotype of the Factory 

Owner

“Upstairs”/“Downstairs” 

Life
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19c Bourgeoisie:  

The Industrial Nouveau Riche

How does this cartoon Criticize 

the New Bourgeoisie?

Middle Class and Politics:

Liberalism

Little Gov’t Involvement

No Help for Poor
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Middle Class and Politics

The Factory System
) Factory System:

)Concentrates production 

in one place [materials, 

labor].

)Located near sources of 

power 

[rather than labor or 

markets].

)Requires a lot of capital 

investment

[factory, machines, etc.] 

more than skilled labor.

)Only 10% of English 

industry in 

1850.
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The Factory System

 Rigid schedule.

 12-14 hour day.

 Dangerous conditions.

 Mind-numbing monotony.

Textile Factory

Workers in England

1813 2400 looms 150, 000 workers

1833 85, 000 looms 200, 000 workers

1850 224, 000 looms >1 million workers

The Factory, 1790s
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Young “Bobbin-Doffers”

Textile Factory

Workers in England
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Working Class 

Culture: 

Factory Life

Poverty of the Working Class
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Factory Wages 

in Lancashire, 1830

Age of Worker Male Wages Female Wages

under 11 2s 3d. 2s. 4d.

11 - 16 4s. 1d. 4s. 3d.

17 - 21 10s. 2d. 7s. 3d.

22 - 26 17s. 2d. 8s. 5d.

27 - 31 20s. 4d. 8s. 7d.

32 - 36 22s. 8d. 8s. 9d.

37 - 41 21s. 7d. 9s. 8d.

42 - 46 20s. 3d. 9s. 3d.

47 - 51 16s. 7d. 8s. 10d.

52 - 56 16s. 4d. 8s. 4d.

57 - 61 13s. 6d. 6s. 4d.

Life in the Industrial City

Early-19c London
by Gustave Dore
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Worker Housing in 

Manchester

Working Class 

Accommodations

Factory Workers at Home
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Workers Housing in 

Newcastle Today

The New Urban Poor:
A Dickensian Nightmare!

Private Charities: Soup 

Kitchens
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Private Charities:
The “Lady Bountifuls”

Working Class Leisure

Life in the cities: What’s the 

meaning of this political cartoon?

• Hint: Understanding 
this figure and what 
he is doing is key to 
―cracking‖ the 
meaning of this 
cartoon.  Read and 
complete ―City Life 
during the Mid-
1800’s‖ to figure out 
the meaning.  Then, 
prepare to draw your 
own cartoon on a 
similar theme!
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Welcome to the Flugenhoggen 

Factory, My Child Slaves! Ha! Ha!
• I have a limited amount of time to deal with you 

because ―spent time is money wasted!‖ Allow me 
to show you what work will be like in my factory! 
Then, you must get to work!  Oh, you are 
threatening to publish a newspaper report on the 
abuses at my factory? I dare you! You’ll have to 
finish for tomorrow’s morning edition!

• Yes, for real! Let me prove it!
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Young Coal Miners

Child Labor in the Mines

Child 

―hurriers‖

This short film (7m) is directed towards a 

teenage audience, and it is very well done.  

Watch these powerful images mixed with 

primary source quotes!
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Newspaper on Child Labor in 

Flugenhoggen’s Factory!
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• Industrial Revolution

Capitalism 1. 

Spinning jenny 2.

Industrial Revolution     3.

Capital 4.

Cottage industry 5.

Aristocrat 6.

Spinning mule 7. 

Colony 8. 

Industrialist 9.

Let’s see how much you 

already know: Match the terms 

to the correct definition!

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Answers
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Thomas Malthus

 Population growth will

outpace the food supply.

 War, disease, or famine

could control population.

 The poor should have 

less children.

 Food supply will then keep 

up with population.

The Utilitarians:
Jeremy Bentham & John Stuart Mill

 The goal of society is the greatest good for the 
greatest number.

 There is a role to play for government 

intervention to provide some social safety

net.

The Socialists:
Utopians & Marxists

 People as a society would operate and own the

means of production, not individuals.

 Their goal was a society that benefited 

everyone, not just a rich, well-connected few.

 Tried to build perfect communities [utopias].
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The Legacy of Marx

Karl Marx wrote the Communist Manifesto, an indictment of 

the capitalist system.  He predicted that angry workers would 

overthrow the capitalist system and establish a socialist state--

workers shared equally in the wealth from the product of their 

labors. His work later formed the basis for many communist 

countries.

Literary Response

Charles Dickens

Romanticism

Charles Dickens

Christmas Carole, 1843

• Complete:

“Karl Marx: A Failed Vision 

of History” reading.  

Complete the questions 

“For Discussion and 

Writing.” Then, we will 

complete the activity “What 

Is a Just Society?”
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Optional Assessment:

How workers and politicians reformed

working conditions!

The Luddites: 1811-1816

Ned Ludd [a mythical figure supposed to live in 

Sherwood Forest]

Attacks on the ―frames‖ [power looms].
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The Luddite Triangle

Rewards were issued for the capture of workers

who intentionally engaged in sabatoge!

The Neo-Luddites 

Today

British

Soldiers 

Fire on 

British

Workers:

Let us die 

like men, 

and not be 

sold like 

slaves!

Peterloo Massacre, 1819
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Trade Unions

Unions and Strikes

The “Peoples’ Charter”

V Drafted in 1838 by William Lovett.

V Radical campaign for Parliamentary reform of 

the inequalities created by the Reform Bill of 

1832.

 Votes for all men.

 Equal electoral districts.

 Abolition of the requirement that 

Members of Parliament [MPs] be 

property owners.

 Payment for Members of Parliament.

 Annual general elections.

 The secret ballot.
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The Chartists

A physical force—
Chartists arming for 
the fight.

A female Chartist

The Chartists

Key

Chartist

settlements

Centres of 

Chartism

Area of plug riots, 

1842

Anti-Corn Law League, 

1845

× Give manufactures more outlets for 

their products.

× Expand employment.

× Lower the price of bread.

× Make British agriculture more 

efficient and productive.

× Expose trade and agriculture to 

foreign competition.

× Promote international peace through 

trade contact.
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ASSIGNMENT:

• Complete: ―Worksheet—

Defining Chartism”

Government Response

k Abolition of slavery in the colonies

in 1832 [to raise wages in Britain].

k Sadler Commission to look into

working conditions 

* Factory Act [1833] – child labor.

k New Poor Law [1834] – indoor relief.

* Poor houses.

k Reform Bill [1832] – broadens the

vote for the cities.
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ACTIVITY: STOP CRUEL LABOR!
Task

• Everyone: Read ―Document Packet: ―The Industrial Revolution‖ 

• Assignment Introduction: As a newly elected M.P. (Member of Parliament) in 
1832 England, you have been asked to analyze the effects of the "Industrial 
Revolution." As with most revolutions, it brings benefits to some and 
problems for others. In groups (committees) of 3-4, you are asked to:
– I. Write a bill. It must be very specific. Conditions addressed in your bill must 

accurately represent England at the time. The bill, to be passed, should be 
realistic for the period around 1832. For example, if you believe people work too 
many hours, be very specific about how many hours they will be allowed to work. 
As an MP, you are developing law, so bills should not say "should", but rather 
"will" or "must".  Your bill should be organized as a numbered list of three to four 
major points in complete sentences.

– II. Write a speech which you will deliver in front of Parliament. While a bill must 
be specific, your speech can supply reasons and arguments for passage of your 
bill. You should answer questions such as:

• What conditions in England specifically caused you to write the bill? 

• What pieces of Parliamentary testimony (see Resources) can be referred to in your 
speech to persuade other MPs to vote for your bill? 

• How will the bill benefit the people of England? 

• How is your bill realistic given the time and economy of England? 

• How is the bill in line with your party beliefs? 

– III. Design a political/union poster in support of your cause!

– IV. Participate in debates: In addition, a good MP participates in debating the 
merits of bills both in committee and the general sessions. 

Your bill, speech and debate preparation should answer the following

concerns:
• 1) What do we know about England, our position, and our task ? 

• 2) What are important things we need to know to accomplish our tasks? 

• 3) What are some places we can search for information? 

• 4) What sorts of homes and furnishings did people of the time have? 

• 5) What kind of meals did factory workers eat? 

• 6) How much money did various kinds of workers make? 

• 7) What were working conditions (hours, days, safety) like, and how did they 
compare to working conditions for agricultural workers or people in other 
countries at that time? 

– VI. Participate in Groups (Committees). The speaker (leader of the 
group) will appoint tasks to each group member in order to divide up the 
work responsibility. The ultimate goal is to complete all requirements of 
this assignment and to unanimously agree upon a bill.  This bill must be 
written down! 

– VII. Participate in House Sessions—Passage of your bill into law!
When all of the committees have finished preparing, the Speaker (your 
teacher) will convene a session of the House of Commons of Parliament.  
Each group will:

• 1) Read their speech

• 2) Read their bill

• 3) Waive their poster/sign around and convince Parliament to pass the bill.

• 3) Defend their bill against questions from myself and the other committees

• 4) Request that their bill be passed into law. The whole class will vote.  
Simple majority vote wins passage!

Practice Test
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• Division of the Classes

• The Factory System

• Labor Unrest, Unions, and Reform

• Socialism

• Overpopulation

• Urbanization

• Spread of diseases and concern for 

sanitation

• Pollution

• Spread of industrialization throughout

Europe.

Population Boom
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Overcrowding

Concern for Disease and Sanitation

Pollution
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By 1850: 

Zones of Industrialization

on the European Continent

ù Northeast France.

ù Belgium.

ù The Netherlands.

ù Western German states.

ù Northern Italy

ù East Germany Saxony

Industrialization By 1850

Railroads on the Continent
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European Industrial 

Production

Shares in World Trade:

Leading European 

Nations
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Review these Core Knowledge terms, your packets, and your notes for our 

upcoming test!
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Bibliographic Sources

) ―Images of the Industrial Revolution.‖

Mt. Holyoke College. 

http://www.mtholyoke.edu/courses/rschwart/ind

_rev/images/images-ind-era.html

) ―The Peel Web: A Web of English History.‖

http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/mbloy/c-

eight/primary.htm


